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SURYA TO UNVEIL 1,300+ NEW RUGS AND ACCESSORIES AT HIGH POINT MARKET
Introductions include stylish new designs backed with strong inventory
CARTERSVILLE, GA (May 25, 2021) – Surya will launch an inspiring selection of new rugs and accessories in every style
and price point, including additions to lighting, accent furniture, and wall decor, at the 2021 High Point Market.
Expanding on an already impressive assortment of top-selling and trending rugs, Surya is excited to debut over 900 new
rug designs and 100+ new rug collections. Additionally, Surya is providing increased availability of oversized and
custom options within many of Surya’s new and existing collections.
Noteworthy rug introductions, spanning all styles and constructions, include new innovative easy-care performance
rugs packed with style for both the indoors and out, as well as expansions of ever-popular collections such as Nobility,
Arte, Biscayne, Kavita, Anatolia and Ephesians. Market attendees will also be delighted by an exquisite one-of-a-kind
collection featuring hundreds of rugs hand-selected for their unique design, history and craftsmanship.
Among Surya’s newest accessory introductions are a design-forward compilation of tastefully crafted pillows, throws,
and bedding that showcase artistry from soft screen-printed wovens to hand-knotted and embroidered patterns.
Versatile accent furniture introductions include alluring accent tables in larger sizes and multi-purpose ottomans and
stools, all with eye-catching design details. Market attendees will also discover a wide variety of finishes, shapes, and
sizes in depth-creating mirrors and textural handmade wall hangings.
“We are looking forward to a strong order writing environment with buyers in need of new and stocked products that
can refresh a retail floor or put finishing touches on a project,” said Satya Tiwari, President of Surya. “Despite concerns
across the industry about availability, we are dedicated to providing our customers with industry-leading fill rates and
delivery time. With the broadest assortment of ready-to-ship, fashion-forward rugs and accessories in the industry,
Surya is the go-to resource for retailers and designers in 2021.”
Following is a preview of some of the new introductions that can be experienced firsthand in the Surya showroom,
Showplace 4100, at High Point. Walk-ins are welcome but showroom visitors are encouraged to book an appointment
here.

RUGS
Palais
Skilled artisans convey hand knotted wool decadence in low pile texture with rich updated hues, elegantly fringed to a
soft supple foundation. Hand knotted in India from wool.
Revere
The Revere collection features striking traditional medallion and border designs reimagined with hand knotted ecofriendly PET delivering easy-care performance attributes and refined vintage appeal. Hand knotted in India.
Cadiz

The Cadiz collection highlights an abundance of organic based texture with high low interest and unique braided
detailing on either end. Hand knotted in India from wool.
Evoke
The Evoke collection highlights a uniquely looped yarn combination that is expertly hand sheared to reveal elegant,
modernized patterns with shimmering accents and supple texture. Hand-tufted in India from wool and viscose.
Sufi
The meticulously hand knotted Sufi collection highlights Oushak inspired patterns hued to modernized perfection with
subtle high low detail accentuated by lustrous sheen for timeless appeal.
Hand knotted in India from wool and viscose.
Marrakech
The vintage inspired Marrakech collection spotlights striking bordered patterns skillfully knotted on a soft, neutral base
with richly hued highlights. Made in India from wool.
Jardin
The exceptional Jardin collection is hand pieced to create stunning geometric patterning with natural shading and richly
textured highlights. Hand crafted in India from premium hair on hide.
Eclipse
Stunning high-density traditional patterns tout a richly hued palette with intricate detail anchored by delicate fringe
and extremely soft medium pile underfoot. Machine woven in Turkey from polyester.
Kingston
The Kingston collection features versatile hues with sleek triple-layered texture, shape-shifting geometric patterns and
exceptional sheen. Machine woven from viscose and wool.
Glasgow
The angular Glasgow collection makes a bold statement showcasing sleek geometric patterns cut and looped to a
medium pile with high low effects and ample dimension. Hand tufted in India from wool and viscose.
Lazio
Refreshed mid-tone floral and vine patterns are hand tufted to a soft medium pile with cut and loop definition that
richly compliments the traditional appeal. Hand tufted in India from wool.
Sadie
The artisan crafted Sadie collection is a versatile combination of refined and relaxed hand-woven striped patterns that
offers a neutral sophistication, artfully assembled to anchor any modern minimalist interior. Hand woven in India from
wool.
LIGHTING
Cerro Wall Sconce
The Cerro wall sconce pairs a natural rattan shade with gold-tone hardware for a form-meets-function wall sconce with
cottage flair.

Wolfsburg Table Lamp
The 24-inch-tall Wolfsburg table lamp boasts an artfully painted glass body, high shine metallic base, and just the right
amount of texture.
Imelde Table Lamp
Standing 26 inches, the Imelde table lamp collection features earthy neutral based composition punctuated by texture
perfect for adding a global touch to any room.
Volcano Table Lamp
The perfect solution for modern spaces, the volcano table lamp features a crisp white linen shade, shapely charcoal
glass profile and antique brass base.
ACCENT FURNITURE
Saraswati Accent Table
Handcrafted mango wood is rounded and edged to a clean stylish profile neatly supported by 3 tapered metal legs.
Suave Coffee Table
Sleek round emperador marble sits atop a tripod like gold-tone base making a statement in mixed materials.
Lharysa End Table
Pedestal like multi-purpose end table with fresh contemporary appeal accentuated with mosaic shell inlay.
PILLOWS
Lewis Pillow Collection
Viscose and Modal yarns are meticulously woven to create beautifully marled patterns that provide excellent comfort
and effortless layering potential.
Terra Pillow Collection
Art meets modern with simple terrazzo-inspired patterns embroidered on a “linen-like” cotton base.
Luanda Pillow Collection
Meticulously handwoven kilim-like patterns add rustic-inspired comfort and versatility to global and cottage-style
spaces.

MIRRORS
Cathedral Collection
At 58 inches in height this charmingly narrow cathedral shaped mirror is a perfect lean or hang accessory to
compliment any wall décor.
Burnish Collection
A rounded rectangular shape mirror with chic antique silver finish, engineered to tilt for perfect positioning.
Annecy Collection
The beautifully paneled Annecy mirror casts an elegant perspective for wall décor.

About Surya
Surya is the premier one-stop source for coordinating home accessories for a broad range of lifestyles and budgets. An
expert at translating the latest apparel and interior design trends, Surya artfully combines color, pattern, and texture to
offer more than 60,000 fashion-forward products, including rugs, pillows, throws, wall decor, accent furniture, lighting,
decorative accents, and bedding. The brand also provides innovative display, merchandising, and training solutions to
support retailers in successfully promoting and selling home accessories. Surya has showrooms in Denver, Boston,
Dallas, High Point, New Delhi, and Toronto. To learn more, visit www.surya.com.

